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21cm line
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Hyperfine structure :  
energy difference due to  
the spins of proton and electron. 

An atom emits a photon with  
a wavelength of 21cm via  
the spin-flip transition. 

During the EoR and the CD,  
the 21cm line is a good tracer of the IGM.

21cm brightness temperature
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Global signal
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21cm Global signal :  

EDGES is designed for measuring  
the 21cm emission and absorption.
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TMT8 may provide a glimpse of the Universe at z ! 12
they peer through a narrow field of view and are unlikely
to touch upon redshifts z ! 20. As we will show, 21
cm global experiments could potentially provide crude
constraints on even higher redshifts at a much lower cost.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In §II, we

begin by describing the basic physics that drives the evo-
lution of the 21 cm global signature and drawing atten-
tion to the key observable features. We follow this in §III
with a discussion of the foregrounds, which leads into our
presenting a Fisher matrix formalism for predicting ob-
servational constraints in §IV. In §V and §VI we apply
this formalism to the signal from reionization and the
first stars, respectively. After a brief discussion in §VII
of the prospects for detecting the signal from the dark
ages before star formation, we conclude in §VIII.
Throughout this paper where cosmological parameters

are required we use the standard set of values Ωm = 0.3,
ΩΛ = 0.7, Ωb = 0.046, H = 100h km s−1Mpc−1 (with
h = 0.7), nS = 0.95, and σ8 = 0.8, consistent with the
latest measurements [14].

II. PHYSICS OF THE 21 CM GLOBAL SIGNAL

The physics of the cosmological 21 cm signal has been
described in detail by a number of authors [15, 16] and
we focus here on those features relevant for the global
signal. It is important before we start to emphasise our
uncertainty in the sources of radiation in the early Uni-
verse, so that we must of necessity extrapolate far beyond
what we know to make predictions for what we may find.
Nonetheless the basic atomic physics is well understood
and a plausible understanding of the likely history is pos-
sible.
The 21 cm line frequency ν21 cm = 1420MHz redshifts

for z = 6 − 27 into the range 200-50 MHz. The signal
strength may be expressed as a differential brightness
temperature relative to the CMB
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where xHI is the hydrogen neutral fraction, δb is the over-
density in baryons, TS is the 21 cm spin temperature, Tγ

is the CMB temperature, H(z) is the Hubble parameter,
and the last term describes the effect of peculiar velocities
with ∂rvr the derivative of the velocities along the line
of sight. Throughout this paper, we will neglect fluctua-
tions in the signal so that neither of the terms δb nor the
peculiar velocities will be relevant. Fluctuations in xH

8 http://www.tmt.org/

and δb will be relevant for the details of the signal, but
are not required to get the broad features of the signal,
on which we focus here.

FIG. 1: Evolution of the 21 cm global signal for different
scenarios. Solid blue curve: no stars; solid red curve: TS ≫
Tγ ; black dotted curve: no heating; black dashed curve: no
ionization; black solid curve: full calculation.

The evolution of Tb is thus driven by the evolution of
xH and TS and is illustrated for redshifts z < 100 in
Figure 1. Early on, collisions drive TS to the gas temper-
ature TK , which after thermal decoupling (at z ≈ 1000)
has been cooling faster than the CMB leading to a 21 cm
absorption feature ([TS − Tγ ] < 0). Collisions start to
become ineffective at redshifts z ∼ 80 and scattering of
CMB photons begins to drive TS → Tγ causing the sig-
nal to disappear. In the absence of star formation, this
would be the whole story [17].
Star formation leads to the production of Lyα photons,

which resonantly scatter off hydrogen coupling TS to TK

via the Wouthysen-Field effect [18, 19]. This produces
a sharp absorption feature beginning at z ∼ 30. If star
formation also generates X-rays they will heat the gas,
first causing a decrease in Tb as the gas temperature is
heated towards Tγ and then leading to an emission sig-
nal, as the gas is heated to temperatures TK > Tγ . For
TS ≫ Tγ all dependence on the spin temperature drops
out of equation (1) and the signal becomes saturated.
This represents a hard upper limit on the signal. Finally
reionization will occur as UV photons produce bubbles
of ionized hydrogen that percolate, removing the 21 cm
signal.
We may thus identify five main events in the history

of the 21 cm signal: (i) collisional coupling becoming in-
effective (ii) Lyα coupling becoming effective (iii) heat-
ing occurring (iv) reionization beginning (v) reionization

Pritchard & Loeb 2012

WF effect

Heating by  
X-ray photon.

Reionization

Dark-Ages



Too strong absorption
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observations using restricted spectral bands yield nearly identical 
best-fitting absorption profiles, with the highest signal-to-noise ratio 
reaching 52. In Fig. 2 we show representative cases of these fits.

We performed numerous hardware and processing tests to validate 
the detection. The 21-cm absorption profile is observed in data that 
span nearly two years and can be extracted at all local solar times and 
at all local sidereal times. It is detected by two identically designed 
instruments operated at the same site and located 150 m apart, and 
even after several hardware modifications to the instruments, includ-
ing orthogonal orientations of one of the antennas. Similar results for 
the absorption profile are obtained by using two independent pro-
cessing pipelines, which we tested using simulated data. The profile is 
detected using data processed via two different calibration techniques:  
absolute calibration and an additional differencing-based post- 
calibration process that reduces some possible instrumental errors. It 
is also detected using several sets of calibration solutions derived from 
 multiple laboratory measurements of the receivers and using  multiple 
on-site measurements of the reflection coefficients of the antennas. 
We modelled the sensitivity of the detection to several possible  
calibration errors and in all cases recovered profile amplitudes that 
are within the reported confidence range, as summarized in Table 1.  
An EDGES high-band instrument operates between 90 MHz and 
200 MHz at the same site using a nearly identical receiver and a scaled 
version of the low-band antennas. It does not produce a similar  feature 
at the scaled frequencies4. Analysis of radio-frequency interference 
in the observations, including in the FM radio band, shows that  
the absorption profile is inconsistent with typical spectral contribu-
tions from these sources.

We are not aware of any alternative astronomical or atmospheric 
mechanisms that are capable of producing the observed profile. H ii 
regions in the Galaxy have increasing optical depth with wavelength, 
blocking more background emission at lower frequencies, but they 
are observed primarily along the Galactic plane and generate mono-
tonic spectral profiles at the observed frequencies. Radio-frequency 
recombination lines in the Galactic plane create a ‘picket fence’ of 
narrow absorption lines separated by approximately 0.5 MHz at the 
observed frequencies5, but these lines are easy to identify and filter 
in the EDGES observations. The Earth’s ionosphere weakly absorbs 
radio signals at the observed frequencies and emits thermal radiation 
from hot electrons, but models and observations imply a broadband 
effect that varies depending on the ionospheric conditions6,7, including 
diurnal changes in the total electron content. This effect is fitted by 
our foreground model. Molecules of the hydroxyl radical and nitric 
oxide have spectral lines in the observed band and are present in the 
atmosphere, but the densities and line strengths are too low to produce 
substantial absorption.

The 21-cm line has a rest-frame frequency of 1,420 MHz. Expansion 
of the Universe redshifts the line to the observed band according to 
ν =   1,420/(1 +  z) MHz, where z is the redshift, which maps uniquely 
to the age of the Universe. The observed absorption profile is the con-
tinuous superposition of lines from gas across the observed redshift 
range and cosmological volume; hence, the shape of the profile traces 
the history of the gas across cosmic time and is not the result of the 

properties of an individual cloud. The observed absorption profile is 
centred at z ≈  17 and spans approximately 20 >   z >   15.

The intensity of the observable 21-cm signal from the early 
Universe is given as a brightness temperature relative to the micro-
wave background8:
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where xHi is the fraction of neutral hydrogen, Ωm and Ωb are the matter 
and baryon densities, respectively, in units of the critical density for a 
flat universe, h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s− 1 Mpc− 1, 
TR is the temperature of the background radiation, usually assumed to 
be from the background produced by the afterglow of the Big Bang, 
TS is the 21-cm spin temperature that defines the relative population 
of the hyperfine energy levels, and the factor of 0.023 K comes from 
atomic-line physics and the average gas density. The spin temperature 
is affected by the absorption of microwave photons, which couples TS 
to TR, as well as by resonant scattering of Lyman-α  photons and atomic 
collisions, both of which couple TS to the kinetic temperature of the 
gas TG.

The temperatures of the gas and the background radiation are 
 coupled in the early Universe through Compton scattering. This 
 coupling becomes ineffective in numerical models9,10 at z ≈  150, 
after which primordial gas cools adiabatically. In the absence of 
stars or non-standard physics, the gas temperature is expected to be 
9.3 K at z =   20, falling to 5.4 K at z =   15. The radiation temperature 
decreases more slowly owing to cosmological expansion, following 
T0(1 + z) with T0 =   2.725, and so is 57.2 K and 43.6 K at the same  
redshifts,  respectively. The spin temperature is initially coupled to the 
gas temperature as the gas cools below the radiation temperature, but 
eventually the decreasing density of the gas is insufficient to main-
tain this coupling and the spin temperature returns to the radiation 
temperature.
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Figure 2 | Best-fitting 21-cm absorption profiles for each hardware case. 
Each profile for the brightness temperature T21 is added to its residuals and 
plotted against the redshift z and the corresponding age of the Universe. 
The thick black line is the model fit for the hardware and analysis 
configuration with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (equal to 52; H2;  
see Methods), processed using 60–99 MHz and a four-term polynomial 
(see equation (2) in Methods) for the foreground model. The thin solid 
lines are the best fits from each of the other hardware configurations  
(H1, H3–H6). The dash-dotted line (P8), which extends to z >   26, is 
reproduced from Fig. 1e and uses the same data as for the thick black line 
(H2), but a different foreground model and the full frequency band.

Table 1 | Sensitivity to possible calibration errors

Error source
Estimated  
uncertainty

Modelled 
error level

Recovered  
amplitude (K)

LNA S11 magnitude 0.1 dB 1.0 dB 0.51
LNA S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
Antenna S11 magnitude 0.02 dB 0.2 dB 0.50
Antenna S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
No loss correction N/A N/A 0.51
No beam correction N/A N/A 0.48

The estimated uncertainty for each case is based on empirical values from laboratory 
 measurements and repeatability tests. Modelled error levels were chosen conservatively to 
be five and ten times larger than the estimated uncertainties for the phases and magnitudes, 
 respectively. LNA, low-noise amplifier; S11, input reflection coefficient; N/A, not applicable.

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.

Credit : Bowman+2018

Measured δTb is -500 mK at z=17, and T_K need to be less than 3.2K.  
However, the minimum T_K should be 6 K at z=17 in standard cosmology.

Lowest in  
standard model

Credit : Bowman+2018



New physics? Need more data 
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Inspired papers : 
Barkana 2018, Fialkov+2018, Berlin+2018,  
Fraser+2018, Hirano&Bromm 2018, SY +2018, Minoda+2019, etc 

EDGES low band : detection a powerful absorption 

・early decouple of gas and radiation ?  

・Hotter CMB ? 

・High baryon density ? 

・Radio background ? 

・Did some exotic physics cool the HI gas ?  

 > baryon and dark-matter interaction? Barkana 2018, Nature Letter.

We need to observe the frequency using other instruments ! 
e.g. Power spectrum with interferometers



Statistical approach
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in which dark matter has a small electric charge, is probably ruled 
out8,18,19 (see Methods), so we assume a non-standard Coulomb-like 
interaction between dark-matter particles and baryons that does not 
depend on whether the baryons are free or bound within atoms.

We calculate the thermal evolution of the baryons and the dark 
matter by following the exchange of energy and momentum between 
them8–10, in which their relative velocity after cosmic recombination 
has an important role10. This velocity remnant20 arises from the fact 
that the motion of dark matter is determined by gravity, whereas bar-
yons scatter rapidly off the CMB photons and move along with them 
in their acoustic oscillations prior to cosmic recombination. This rela-
tive velocity (also called the streaming velocity) has received attention 
recently owing to its effect on early galaxy formation21, which may 
produce an observable 21-cm signature22,23. However, here we consider 
baryon–dark matter scattering that depends on the particle velocities 
directly, not their effect on galaxies.

The baryon–dark matter relative velocity varies spatially (Fig. 1), 
with a large-scale pattern of coherent regions21 of about 100 Mpc 
across. Because the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) velocity is supersonic 
(decreasing from a Mach number of about 5 right after recombination 
to approximately 2 when the gas thermally decouples from the CMB) 
and the scattering cross-section (equation (2)) varies with the relative 
velocity, the evolution in each region depends strongly on the local 
value of the initial velocity10. At high relative velocities, scattering is 
weaker (at least until the relative velocity is dissipated by the scattering)  
and the kinetic energy of the system is partially used to heat the baryons;  
consequently, a higher relative velocity usually implies less cooling. 
The dependence of the cooling on velocity results in order-unity fluc-
tuations of the 21-cm intensity(Fig. 1), which we average over (using 
a Maxwellian distribution for the magnitude of the relative velocity21) 
to estimate the global 21-cm signal.

Such a calculation has been done previously10, but only for the dark 
ages, before the formation of any astrophysical sources. In that regime, 
baryon–dark matter scattering can yield substantial absorption (see 
the ν < 33 MHz part of the graph in Fig. 2, where previously calcu-
lated curves reach a brightness temperature no lower than −70 mK). 
However, this is unlikely to be observable in the foreseeable future 
because such low-frequency observations are very difficult to obtain 
because of ionospheric distortions and because the Galactic syn-
chrotron foreground3 at ν =  20 MHz is about 40 times stronger than 
at ν =  80 MHz. A purely cosmological signal would disappear after 
the dark ages (at ν ≈ 50 MHz) because the expansion of the Universe 
and the cooling of the gas make the coupling of the 21-cm line to Tgas 
(through atomic collisions) less effective than that to the CMB. This 
drives TS closer to TCMB and eliminates the 21-cm signal.

By combining baryon–dark matter scattering with radiation emit-
ted from the first stars during cosmic dawn in our calculations, we 
find strong 21-cm absorption that can explain the feature measured by 
EDGES (Fig. 2). The existence and shape of this absorption dip can be 
attributed to early astrophysically generated Lyman-α and X-ray radi-
ation backgrounds; this conclusion is consistent with observations that 
have not detected a strong absorption signal at higher frequencies (see 
Methods). At the same time, the unexpectedly large depth of the 21-cm 
absorption indicates cosmic gas that has been cooled substantially by 
baryon–dark matter scattering. This suggests that only a combination 
of the two ideas can account for the EDGES data.

The observed 21-cm signal can be explained by considering wide 
ranges of dark-matter particle masses and baryon–dark matter scat-
tering cross-sections (Fig. 3). Assuming a minimum absorption of 
−300 mK (as measured5 at a 99% confidence level), the dark-matter 
particle must be lighter than 4.3 GeV, which is well below the mass of 
about 100 GeV that is commonly expected for a weakly interacting 
massive particle. This finding is consistent with the lack of a direct 
detection of dark-matter particles by detectors that are sensitive to a 
wide range of possible weakly interacting massive particles24,25. There 
is no lower limit on the mass except for the extreme limit derived by 
considering ultra-light (‘fuzzy’) dark matter26, namely, mχ ≈ 10−31 GeV, 
where mχ is the mass of the dark-matter particle. The same observa-
tional result also implies that the scattering cross-section σ1 is greater 
than 3.4 ×  10−21 cm2; for the σ(v) ∝  v−4 model (equation (2)), this 
corresponds to σc >  4.2 ×  10−43 cm2. Because there is no maximum 
cross-section, cosmic dawn observations are sensitive to an enormous 
part of the dark-matter parameter space (in terms of particle mass 
and cross-section), much of which is unavailable to other probes (see 
Methods).

The observed signal also places a direct limit on early-Universe  
scenarios in which dark matter is not completely cold, that is, has  
a relic thermal velocity. Because dark matter must be colder than  
baryons in order to cool them, if we demand it to be colder than T[17] 
(its temperature at z =  17), then its r.m.s. velocity at 1 + z =  1,010 must 
be < / /−

χv T m(16 km s ) (5 K) (1 GeV)rms
1010 1 [17]   . In addition, in order  

for the dark matter to cool the gas at cosmic dawn substantially with-
out disrupting the CMB too much, it must reach a thermal velo city of 
at most a few kilometres per second at z =  17, which puts an upper 
limit (independent of mχ) of about 150 km s−1 on vrms

1010. Current limits 
on warm dark matter27 allow models with mχ ≈ 3 keV, which have a 
corresponding vrms

1010 ≈ 10 km s−1. Such thermal motion is very far from 
these upper limits but is comparable to the baryon–dark matter rela-
tive velocity, which dominates the 21-cm pattern (Fig. 1); thus, it may 
be detected or ruled out by observations of 21-cm fluctuations. For 
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Figure 1 | Simulated 21-cm intensity using a model with baryon–dark 
matter scattering. a, The 21-cm-transition brightness temperature T21 (in 
millikelvin) in a two-dimensional slice (thickness of 3 Mpc) of a simulated 
volume of the Universe with sides of 384 Mpc (all lengths co-moving). We 
consider z =  17 (ν =  78.9 MHz), where this model (with σ1 =  8 ×  10−20 cm2 
and dark-matter particle mass mχ =  0.3 GeV) reaches its maximum 
global 21-cm absorption depth of −504 mK (roughly matching the most 

likely observed value5). This astrophysical model is based on a semi-
numerical simulation15 (see Methods). The spatial 21-cm-signal pattern 
is determined by the baryon–dark matter relative velocity left over from 
early cosmic evolution before recombination. b, Distribution of the 
baryon–dark matter relative velocity (in the same simulated volume as that 
shown in a, assuming adiabatic initial density fluctuations), normalized by 
its r.m.s. value of 29 km s−1 at 1 + z =  1,010.

© 2018 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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90 CHAPTER 6. 21 CM BISPECTRUM

trum is timely and well motivated. Some previous works studied the 21 cm bispectrum
[23, 97, 25, 94, 24]. These works, however, mainly focus on the bispectrum as a measure-
ment of primordial non-gaussianity in matter fluctuations. In our study, we instead focus
on non-Gaussianity in 21 cm fluctuations induced by astrophysical effects, whose size is ex-
pected to be larger than that in matter fluctuations. (For other probes of non-Gaussianity
such as Minkowski functionals, see [49, 78, 60].)

6.2 Formulation and set up

6.2.1 Formulation for the 21 cm bispectrum

We have introduced the 21 cm power in eq.(6.1) as follows:

⟨δ21(k)δ21(k
′
)⟩ = (2π)3δ(k+ k

′
)P21(k), (6.1)

where,

δ21(x) ≡ δTb(x)− ⟨δTb⟩. (6.2)

If the statistics of the brightness temperature fluctuations is pure Gaussian, the statistical
information on the brightness temperature should be completely characterized by the power
spectrum, and in the above expression for the brightness temperature given by Eq. (4.40),
if both of the spin temperature and the neutral fraction are completely homogeneous,
the statistics of the brightness temperature fluctuations completely follows that of the
density fluctuations δm. However, in the era of CD and EoR, it is expected that the spin
temperature and the neutral fraction should be spatially inhomogeneous and the statistics of
the spatial fluctuations of those quantities would be highly non-Gaussian due to the various
astrophysical effects. Accordingly, the statistics of the brightness temperature fluctuations
would deviate from the pure Gaussian and it should be important to investigate the non-
Gaussian feature of the brightness temperature fluctuations. Although such a non-Gaussian
feature can be investigated through the skewness of the one-point distribution functions as
done in [118], the scale-dependent feature has been integrated out in the skewness. On the
other hand, the higher order correlation functions in Fourier space such as a bispectrum
and a trispectrum characterize the non-Gaussian features and also have the scale-dependent
information. Here, in order to see the non-Gaussian feature of the brightness temperature
fluctuations δ21, we focus on the bispectrum of δ21 which is given by

⟨δ21(k1)δ21(k2)δ21(k3)⟩ = (2π)3δ(k1 + k2 + k3)B(k1,k2,k3). (6.3)

In order to characterize the shape of the bispectrum in k-space, we use an isosceles ansatz
which is defined as k1 = k2 = k = αk3 (α ≥ 1/2). For examples, in case with α ≫ 1 the
shape of the bispectrum is often called as squeezed type or local type, in case with α = 1 it is
called as equilateral type, and in case with α = 1/2 it is called as folded type. Note that we
relax the configuration condition because we calculate the bispectrum from the grid point.
We regard the length within the range of 10% of side of the triangle we desire as the that
of triangle.
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the statistics of the brightness temperature fluctuations completely follows that of the
density fluctuations δm. However, in the era of CD and EoR, it is expected that the spin
temperature and the neutral fraction should be spatially inhomogeneous and the statistics of
the spatial fluctuations of those quantities would be highly non-Gaussian due to the various
astrophysical effects. Accordingly, the statistics of the brightness temperature fluctuations
would deviate from the pure Gaussian and it should be important to investigate the non-
Gaussian feature of the brightness temperature fluctuations. Although such a non-Gaussian
feature can be investigated through the skewness of the one-point distribution functions as
done in [118], the scale-dependent feature has been integrated out in the skewness. On the
other hand, the higher order correlation functions in Fourier space such as a bispectrum
and a trispectrum characterize the non-Gaussian features and also have the scale-dependent
information. Here, in order to see the non-Gaussian feature of the brightness temperature
fluctuations δ21, we focus on the bispectrum of δ21 which is given by

⟨δ21(k1)δ21(k2)δ21(k3)⟩ = (2π)3δ(k1 + k2 + k3)B(k1,k2,k3). (6.3)

In order to characterize the shape of the bispectrum in k-space, we use an isosceles ansatz
which is defined as k1 = k2 = k = αk3 (α ≥ 1/2). For examples, in case with α ≫ 1 the
shape of the bispectrum is often called as squeezed type or local type, in case with α = 1 it is
called as equilateral type, and in case with α = 1/2 it is called as folded type. Note that we
relax the configuration condition because we calculate the bispectrum from the grid point.
We regard the length within the range of 10% of side of the triangle we desire as the that
of triangle.

・Ideally, 21cm line will be imaged. 

・Statistical analysis is required to increase sensitivity of ongoing telescopes.

Barkana 2018
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Showing foregrounds and systematics 
Calculating power spectrum and bispectrum 
Predict future detectability

 Objectives ・detection of 21cm power spectrum at Cosmic Dawn 

 ・the study MWA systematics and foreground at ultralow 

 ・validation of EDGES result

Instrument : MWA phase I (128 tiles) 
Bandpass : 74-100MHz ( 18 > z > 13) 
Observation time : ~5hours

Software : RTS (calibration) 
: CHIPS (power spectrum estimator)

Credit: Natasha Hurley-Walker 



Data property
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UL UL 
mid

High 
Band

FM

EDGES

Low 
Band

Obstacles at ultralow frequency 
・powerful thermal noise 

・high RFI contamination 

・(too) bright foregrounds 

・(too) wide field of view 



EoR1 field at ultralow band
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Phase center : EoR1  
(RA,Dec) = (4h,-30deg) 

Beam size : 40*40 deg2

Before subtraction, after clean using WSCLEAN

FornaxA

PictorA

Jy/beam



Extended sources
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86 7.6 16 25 33 42 50 59 67 76 8

6 31 67 103 139 176 212 248 285 321 35

Fornax A  
・extended source 

・modeling with shape-let

Pictor A  
・extended source 

・modeling with 2D gaussian

Jy/beam

Jy/beam



Peeling
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Results of point source subtraction 
Quiet ionosphere data

Ionosphere could have influence  
on subtraction of point sources



Peeling
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Results of point source subtraction 
Active ionosphere data

Ionosphere could have influence  
on subtraction of point sources



EoR1 field at ultralow band
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Phase center : EoR1  
(RA,Dec) = (4h,-30deg) 

Beam size : 40*40 deg2

After subtraction

Jy/beam

calculate power spectrum 
using the data after  
point source subtraction.



2D power spectrum
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75MHz< ν <87MHz 87MHz< ν <100MHz

Using ultraCHIPS, good ionosphere, lower RMS



1D power spectrum
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1D Power - D2(k) = (k3P(k)/2p2) (mK2)
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4 * 107 mK2



Folded Bispectrum 
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Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan, (2014), Vol. 00, No. 0 5

Fig. 3. Equilateral type of Bispectrum. The bispectrum is calculated using HB, ULmid, UL data from left to right. The solid line is Btot with XX polarization,
the dashed line is Btot with YY polarization, the dotted line is Bdiff with XX polarization, and dot-dashed line is Bdiff with YY polarization.

Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3, but for Folded type of Bispectrum.

consistent with the expected thermal noise, the ultralow data is
limited due to systematics and foregrounds at large scales. The
sign of the high band bispectrum is also not stable as shown in
the Fig. 6. Compare to ultralow data?

Compare with the Cath’s work. Discuss about upper limits?

The cylindrical bispectrum can be converted into 1D bispec-
trum. Then the bispectrum is averaged in cells at a particular
k∥ k⊥. Figs. 8 show the 1D bispectrum as a function of the
k∥. While the triangles are close to the folded limit at large
k∥, various triangles are merged at small k∥. Should I use
k⊥ < 0.05 to keep the triangle as folded type? The Btot of
ULmid and high band data are consistent with Bdiff at, for ex-
ample, k∥ = 1.2Mpc−1. Thus, for the ULmid and high band
data, the EoR window technique effectively reduces the fore-
ground contamination. On the other hand, in the left panel of
Fig. 8, the Btot of UL data dominants the Bdiff at all scales.
This clearly indicates the visibility is dominated by the fore-
ground contamination even in the EoR window. In Morales et al
2018 (and other refs), the systematic errors such as ionosphere
and gain could leaks the foreground contamination into the EoR
window, and therefore the UL data has larger systematics than
the other bands. why? Is it due to larger thermal noise? RFI
contamination? mis-subtraction? larger field of view?

The peaks caused from the coarse band edges can be found,
and the number of the peaks decrease at high frequency. This is
because why?. We will discuss the peaks for the bispectrum in
next section.

The EoR window works, and the foreground contamina-
tion is reduced remarkably rather than the bispectrum shown

in Fig. ??direct one.

Study of the systematic effect on the bispectrum is our future
work.

5.2 Forecast

In the work, we use only three hours of MWA data for study-
ing the foreground contamination on the bispectrum. However,
the measurement of the 21cm bispectrum requires a massive
data and precise foreground removal. Thus, we attempt to pre-
dict the feasibility of the 21cm-bispectrum detection. The 21cm
bispectrum is discussed in earlier works ??, but we focus only
on the feasibility and do not discuss the signal feature, which is
also interesting.

In order to predict the 21cm bispectrum, we calculate the
bispectrum of equilateral and folded using the brightness tem-
perature distribution simulated by the 21cmFAST. The Fig. 9
and Fig. 10 show the 21cm bispectrum of folded and equilat-
eral at z = 7.04,11.93,15.08. The redshifts are roughly consis-
tent with the center frequency of the high band, ULmid and UL
data. Since the bispectrum sensitive to the realization, we show
the averaged value and standard deviation in 10 realizations.
sign! The B21 has large scales, but the signal is not converge at
k < 0.1 due to the less samples.

The Bequi and Bfold at z = 7.04 dominated by the sample
variance as shown in the left panel of Figs. 9. Thus, we as-
sume, for example, that the expected Bfold is 1010mK3Mpc6

at k ≈ 0.1Mpc−1. According to the Fig. 3 and 3, the fore-
ground contamination are 10 orders of magnitude larger than

|k1|/2 = |k2| = |k3|
<latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="(null)">(null)</latexit>

Choose three vector in Fourier space



Signal prediction
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4 Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan, (2014), Vol. 00, No. 0

Fig. 2. Solid line and dashed lines are the 21cm global signal of Model A and Model B. The 21cm signal is simulated by using 21CMFAST. change line type

the Bdiff shows white noise like feature. sign! Note that the
sign of bispectrum is highly changeable this indicates the mea-
sured signal is dominated by the error. The non-gaussianity of
foreground is weaker than the error.

The bispectrum of folded type shows similar behavior to
the bispectrum of equilateral type as represented in the Fig. 4.
For the ULmid band, the BFG drastically decreases at k ≈
0.38Mpc−1. However, this could be coincidence due to the
weak foreground contamination at particular scales.

The foreground contamination is much larger than the ther-
mal noise level. Therefore, a precise foreground removal
method is required to detect the 21cm line which is much
smaller than the foregrounds. In later section, we attempt to
predict the 21cm bispectrum using the 21cmFAST in order to
discuss the feasibility of 21cm bispectrum measurement with
the MWA.

Other type of bispectrum.

5.1 Cylindrical bispectrum

As shown in above, the bispectrum is dominated by the fore-
ground emission because the bispectrum has visibility at par-
ticular k-modes where the foreground is strong. Thus, as de-
scribed in Sec. ??, we calculate cylindrical bispectrum for ef-
fective avoidance of the foreground contamination.

The Figs. 7 show the cylindrical bispectrum of total and diff
data at the UL frequency. The total data contains the foreground
contamination, and the power spectrum of the identical data is
shown in the Fig. ??. The foreground effects are found same
as for the power spectrum case such as the foreground wedge,
the diffuse emission at spatially large scales, and the horizon-
tal lines due to the coarse band channel in the EoR window.
In the Fig. 7, we show sign of the bispectrum, calculated as

B/|B|. The sign is not stable at any scales, and the result indi-
cates a weak non-Gaussianity of the bispectrum, dominated by
the foregrounds.

The diff data should be dominated by the noise since the
time independent astronomical emission is cancelled. The right
panel of the Figs. 7 is fairly consistent with the model of thermal
noise which is shown in the Fig. ??, and the noise is reduced at
k⊥ < 0.01 due to a large number of weights since the MWA has
a dense core and dense baseline distribution at the scales.

The amplitude of the bispectrum using the diff data is 2 or-
ders of magnitude smaller than that of the total data even at
the EoR window. Thus, moderate foreground removal is re-
quired to achieve the thermal noise limits. However, in previous
works, which predicted the 21 cm bispectrum at cosmic dawn
Shimabukuro, Watokinson, the expected 21 cm bispectrum is
less than 1013mK3Mpc6 at k=0.1Mpc−1. The expected value
is 3 orders of magnitudes smaller than the bispectrum of the diff
data. Thus, 300 hours of data is required since the noise of the
bispectrum should be proportional to t1.5, where t is the total
observation time. The MWA phase II has two hexagonal redun-
dant array and 4 times ?? better sensitivity at large scales, the
required observation time is less than 100 hours. Note that a
precise foreground removal has to be performed although the
long integration can reduce the thermal noise.

ULmid data
The bispectrum of the high band data is shown in the Fig. 6.

As is the case for the ultralow data, the high band bispectrum
is contaminated by the foregrounds. However, the bispectrum
of tot data is consistent with the diff data. The result indicates
that the bispectrum is dominated by thermal noise at the scales,
and the high band data is relatively foreground free compared
to the ultralow data. This is consistent with the result of the
power spectrum. While the power spectrum of high band data is

To compare the data, we perform the 21cmFAST

and refer Fialkov+2018

Fialkov+2018



Power spectrum
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21cmFAST Fialkov+2018

Upper limits : 107 mK2 
Need to remove foreground (1~2 orders) and add more data

PS
[m

K2
]



Bispectrum forecast
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Publications of the Astronomical Society of Japan, (2014), Vol. 00, No. 0 9

Fig. 9. Folded type of Bispectrum. Calculated using 21cmFAST. The redshift roughly corresponds to the three bands. Add other model.

Fig. 10. Equilateral type of Bispectrum. Calculated using 21cmFAST. The redshift roughly corresponds to the three bands.Add other model.

Fig. 11. Redshift evolution of the folded type of Bispectrum. Calculated using 21cmFAST. Add other model.

EDGES
?

Assumptions  
・MWA PhaseII 

・1000hours observation  

・FGRM 2 orders of magnitude 

MWA can measure  
the bispectrum at high band 

MWA might validate  
the EDGES results 



Summary
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Note : all results are preliminary

Analyzing the MWA Ultralow data (75-100MHz) 
Objectives 

Deep analysis on UL data  
validation of the EDGES strong absorption 

Correct limits 
Power spectrum 107 mK2 at 0.1 Mpc-1  
Bispectrum 1024 mK3Mpc6 at 0.1 Mpc-1 
MWA Phase II might validate the EDGES absorption 

Requirements 
observation of 1000hours  
foreground removal more than 2 orders of magnitude in Kelvin 

Next steps 
Using more data,  
Attempting to foreground removal,  
Selecting clean data



2D power spectrum
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75MHz< ν <87MHz 87MHz< ν <100MHz

Using ultraCHIPS, good ionosphere, lower RMS



1D power spectrum
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75MHz< ν <87MHz 
3 * 107 mK2

1D Power - D2(k) = (k3P(k)/2p2) (mK2)
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Beam

 24「銀河進化と遠方宇宙」2019 (第五回) @ 神奈川大学  24ਤ 20 Expected beam response of 1108727048 and 1108727288.

SOURCE 1108727048 4.1476055556 -24.3042500000

FREQ 1.5000e+08 8.30831 0 0 0

FREQ 1.7000e+08 7.24981 0 0 0

FREQ 1.9000e+08 6.41149 0 0 0

FREQ 2.1000e+08 5.73214 0 0 0

Table 1 First source in patch source list for 1108727048.

SOURCE 1108727288 3.6462361639 -35.3795161228

FREQ 1.5000e+08 9.95699 0 0 0

FREQ 1.7000e+08 8.98903 0 0 0

FREQ 1.9000e+08 8.22361 0 0 0

FREQ 2.1000e+08 7.60227 0 0 0

Table 2 First source in patch source list for 1108727288.

18

better resolution?



R.M.S of visibility
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frequency bin
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log(rms)
Before calculate power spectrum, 
check the visibility r.m.s 

Weird data should be removed



Ionosphere
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4 Quality

In order to reduce the upper limit of power spectrum at ultra-low frequency, we try to find high

quality data by comparing the ionosphere activity, cotter occupancy and RMS of visibility.

4.1 Ionosphere

Ionosphere activity can be evaluated by using Chris’s ionosphere metric code (found in

https://gitlab.com/chjordan/cthulhu). The source can be installed as,

pip install cthulhu

. To run, one needs to do, e.g.

cthulhu wrapper.py rts nid00165 20180206 094607 node001.log -p

. Then, ionosphere metric and plots are produced. The list of ionosphere metric of all observations

can be found in name. In Fig. 3 shows the averaged ionosphere offsets and PCA results using 316

observation. Note that the offset value is scales as if it is measured at 200MHz. The behavior

is fairly consistent with the Fig.1 of Chris’s paper ref. However, compare to the offset measured

using high band data, the result has more tiny offset data (e.g. offset is smaller than 0.09’). This

might indicates some non-Gaussianity of the ionosphere or the ionosphere condition is better than

the high band data fortunately (private conversation with Chris).

ਤ 3 Same plot of Fi.1 of Jordan+2017, but using ionosphere data measured using UL data.

4.2 Cotter occupancy

The usage of code on ozstar:

sbatch −−array=1-100 report Cotter.sh ../ultralow 2018/ultralow 100 zenith.dat

3

“cthulhu” (C.Jordan+2017) 
: python software for ionosphere analysis 

Ionosphere offset is measured by comparison the observed position of point sources 
and the position listed in radio catalogue



Data quality
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ਤ 24

ਤ 25
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For now, 
choose data with 
・quiet ionosphere 

・lower r.m.s



Gain
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5.6 Averaged Gain and Phase

ਤ 21

ਤ 22

19

gain 
water roof?



cotter
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, output file has the occupancy as a function of fine channel every coarse band. In the Fig. 4,

examples of occupancies are shown.

ਤ 4 Examples of cotter occupancy. X-axis is fine channel. Color represents different coarse band.

4.3 Root Mean Square

We calculate the root mean square(RMS) of visibility. The code is Analysis UL vis ver1.0.py .

The RMS is calculated at a fine channel as,

σ2
xx,re(ν) =

1

N

!

i

Re(Vxx(ν))
2 (1)

Wxx(ν) =
1

N

!

i

wi(ν)

w0
(2)

, where the i represents all visibility samples. The number of sample is given by baseline × time

steps = 8128 × (112s/14). Wxx is average weight at a fine channel, wi is weight of a fine channel

and a time step. w0 is constant value, w0 = 8.

In Fig. 5, we plot σxx,re/
"
(Wxx) of obsid 1106221456 as green line. The red line is an model

σmodel = (2 × 1026 kB Tsys /Ae

"
∆t∆ν)

1/2
, where Tsys(ν) = 838.61 × (ν/86.4MHz)−2.6 ,∆t = 8s,

∆ν = 80kHz.

4

Plot before after
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• Click to add text 
• Text 

• Bullet 1 
• Bullet 2 

• Bullet 3

Image credit: John Goldsmith, 2012
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